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VIDIZMO

AT A GLANCE
VIDIZMO allows you to host and stream Live and On-Demand marketing and sales videos
through its brandable portal. It is a white-label video streaming platform that has various
features for customized banding.
Make an easy-to-use external video portal to display your brand's adverts and customer
education videos. Additionally, boost your marketing and sales efforts further through useful
features like detailed analytics for viewer tracking, integration with CRM tools for campaign
creation, and much more.
Moreover, you can also create internal portals. Restrict private videos like sales training or
sales pitch videos to internal viewing by only assigning access to certain users. You can also
create video libraries and feature important videos on the portal's home page.
Learn more in this brochure on how VIDIZMO can help you create and manage
marketing and sales videos.

USE CASES
BRAND ADVERTISEMENTS
Upload your brand adverts on VIDIZMO's distraction-free brandable video portal that allows
viewing on multiple devices and browsers. Embed these on your website and promote the
videos on all your social media pages.

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
Record and upload customer testimonials to showcase satisfied customers. Embed these
onto your website and product pages to build trust with your prospects.

WEBINARS
Conduct webinars through the live streaming feature of VIDIZMO to engage with your prospects
and customers. Record and publish these as on-demand video content for viewers who missed
the live stream.

PRODUCT EDUCATION VIDEOS
Create a centralized video repository to display product education videos, explainer
videos or product demos. These self-serving videos can help your customers and
prospects learn how to use complex products and proactively answer their queries.

USE CASES
REACH OUT TO A DIVERSE AUDIENCE
Reach out to a diverse audience worldwide through a multilingual portal, auto-transcription, and
translation. VIDIZMO can also help make your videos accessible by providing closed-captioning,
keyboard shortcuts, and audio descriptions.

STANDARDIZED SALES PITCH
Capture, store and share a standardized introductory sales pitch for prospects to view
before a meeting with your sales representatives. The conversation can then jump directly
to the challenges faced by prospects and their unique use-cases.

SALES TRAINING VIDEOS
Create an internal portal on VIDIZMO for sales representatives to access sales training
video content. Capture, store, manage, search, and share your product's sales training
videos to quickly bring new sales representatives up-to-speed and assist them whenever
the need arises.

KEY FEATURES
BRANDING
Create a customized portal theme by changing the header and footer, adding your brand's color theme,
placing your brand's logo, using your own domain, and editing the portal's layout through custom CSS.

LIVE AND ON-DEMAND VIDEOS
Stream both live and on-demand video content through VIDIZMO. All live streams can be recorded and
published as VOD content for future viewing.

PLAYBACK
Videos uploaded on VIDIZMO's portal are playable on-demand on multiple devices and browsers
worldwide under varying bandwidth conditions.

EMBEDDING AND SOCIAL SHARING
Easily embed your videos present on VIDIZMO's portal onto an external webpage. These can
also be easily shared on different social media platforms.

VIDEO AND PORTAL ANALYTICS
Keep a check on your video content's success and portal usage through key metrics and features like
video completion details, detailed engagement analytics, buffering status, heat maps, and much more.

KEY FEATURES
MULTILINGUAL PORTAL
Over 10 languages are supported on VIDIZMO's video portal and more can
be added if requested.

AUTO-TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
Auto-transcribe and translate videos on VIDIZMO's portal to reach a broader
audience globally.

INTEGRATION WITH CRM TOOLS
VIDIZMO can be integrated with your company's existing CRM tools such as Microsoft Dynamics,
Salesforce, and HubSpot. Create campaigns and view tracking reports through these tools.

ADVANCED SHARING
Utilize this option to share videos publicly through social media, email or link, and privately by
password-protecting the link and setting it to expire after a certain time.

SEARCHABILITY WITHIN PLATFORM AND INSIDE VIDEO
You can quickly find videos through titles, author name, tags, date, description, and even in-video
spoken words, faces, or images.

WHY LEADING
ORGANIZATIONS
PREFER VIDIZMO?
FLEXIBILITY
Customized integrations, features and deployment options (Cloud,
On-Premises or Hybrid) to solve your unique challenges.

SECURITY
Our solutions offer customizable security policies, content usage policies
and deployment options to fulfill your security needs.

COMPLIANCES

Our solutions are designed to ensure numerous regional compliances from
content storage, processing to usage.

AGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGY
We easily integrate and add Value to your existing IT solutions and
infrastructure.

CUSTOMER-FIRST BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
We successfully help you deliver video projects from start to end.

USER MANAGEMENT
Manage employee usage of video solutions on a granular level in terms of
content usage, rights, budgeting and much more.

GLOBAL PRESENCE
Our solutions are multilingual and are available in more than 140 countries.
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